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[image: star rating]  They use only fresh ingredients and you can see how the food is cooked as they have an open kitchen. Ill eat here every time im in Bucharest!
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[image: star rating]  This is one of the best places in Bucharest where you can have a nice lunch or dinner or even a coffee break. The lady that approach us was very... read more stylish and kind, and the place itself is very well organized and beautiful. The dishes...More
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[image: star rating]  Food was great! Staff was friendly and helpful. I find most places in Bucharest, and Romania in general, to be cheap, however people might say this is on the pricier... read more side. Regardless. I Highly recommend this place to anyone in Bucharest.
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[image: star rating]  The restaurant is situated in a expensive restaurants area and we expected they have higher prices but high quality also.

Tomato soup was more like a sauce with a huge... read more quantity of basil. I don't recommend it.

Five 5 eggplant rounds and some feta cheese 34 ron(7 euro) it was really outrageous. You can see the picture attached. 

Also few cauliflower pieces with some parmesan also 34 ron (7 euro). Are you kidding? I just bought a big cauliflower from the market at 1.5 euro, i can make 15 portions from it.

2nd burger didn't smelled very good. We didn't finished it.

The ribs were good, i recommend it. We didn't want potatoes and the waiter was nice and replaced it with some grilled vegetables.

Serving was attentive.

Prices are very high, you can eat în Bucharest in most of the restaurants half price and better quality. 

Parking places are very hard to find near it.
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[image: star rating]  A must visit for a slow dinner accompanied by one of the best wine selection in the city. Food ingredients comes from high quality sources, the menu is creative and... read more the place is lovely.
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[image: star rating]  The location is nice but rather empty although we were there on a Sunday evening. They say that all the ingredients they use are organic (personally not certain, but don't... read more realy care). Sure thing is mostly a marketing thing. The prices are a little too...More
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[image: star rating]  Great plates and a large variety of wines stays at your disposal. Ideal for having a bussiness lunch given to the menu and location. Keep up the good work!
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[image: star rating]  The service doesn’t exist, you wait half an hour to make an order. And Cava? They used to have a cava list, now they say they don’t. A girl, having... read more no knowledge about what is cava says you can choose from the stand. How many...More
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[image: star rating]  This place made my vacation even better than it already was. Great service. Great food. Definitely a place to revisit.
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[image: star rating]  Very nice place to have Bio breakfast outdoors in Floreascu. Coffee is hot and the fresh juices excellent. English menus available and service prompt. The breakfast menu is creative so... read more will try the lunch or dinner later.
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CONTACT
Cava Bistro

Calea Floreasca nr. 91 – 111, București, România

+40733020001

booking@cavabistro.ro 





OPEN DAILY
09:00 AM to 10:00 PM
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